Welcome to the Tuggies Tele, a weekly view of what’s been happening on and
off the ground at the Mighty Tuggeranong Valley Cricket Club!

LATEST CLUB NEWS –
Congratulations to TVCC’s Erin Osbourne on her TVCC 1st Grade Debut as
well as her selection in the Australian T20 World Cup Squad!
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UPCOMING EVENTS:
TVCC Presentation Night – 8th April
Vikings Lanyon Club, starting at 730pm
Buffet Style dinner and desert
Dress: Neat & Casual
Cost is $40.00 per guest; Full Fee paying members are free.
Music to be supplied by a live two piece band!
Pink Stumps Day – 27th February
Ladies High Tea
Date: 27 February 2016
Time: 3pm - 6pm
Where: TVCC Club House
Requirements for attendance: Wear pink on the day!
Night Function
All Players and family members welcome:
Date: 27 February 2016
Time: 6.30 pm
Where: TVCC Club House
Requirements for attendance: Wear pink!
We are also looking for some wonderful volunteers to bake some delicious
goods for the High Tea Function. If you are able to assist please contact Bek
Kidd on bek.kidd@gmail.com or 0431035499
Unable to make it to the functions but want to donate to this wonderful cause,
please head to the
website http://pinkstumpsday2016.gofundraise.com.au/page/tvccpinkstumps201
6
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Match Reports:
1st Grade
Day one of the clash was washed out against Norths. With conditions looking
much better on day 2 both teams were eyeing off the 6 points and a result was
likely due to the 110 overs to be played in the day. Tuggies lost the toss and
batted first on a slow but flat Chisholm wicket. We were off to a decent start
making it to 2-132 before a standard collapse losing 5-6 left us going into the
lunch break at 7-148. Main contributors at the top of the order were Amit (67)
and Keithen (32).
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It was left up to Juggs and Matty Rogers to rescue the innings post lunch and
they were able to do that with a partnership close to 50. Juggs was last man out
on 44, leaving Adam Onus stranded on 0 and Tuggies with an interesting total
of 213.
Our bowling innings started in familiar fashion with Grant Miller promising to
bowl mid 120s after sending the skipper a msg during the week promising to lift
15ks. After an inside edge avoiding the diving Vane Tempest behind the stumps
and going for 4, a half volley which rocketed to the cover fence and a full toss
that was also dispatched, Norths were off to a flyer at 0-12. Then Grunter found
his groove and produced some high quality swing bowling to remove 4 of
Norths’ top order. Big Dan also chipped in with a wicket, thanks to some very
tight new ball bowling.
At 5-17 there were whispers that Tuggies would chase the outright result but as
always, at the mention of an outright, things go pear shaped. Our newest
debutant, current Sydney Thunder and ACT meteors spinner Erin Osborne
unfortunately left the field after 1.3 overs due to split webbing. This also meant
Firsts were down to 10 and with Norths reaching 5-130 those outright whispers
had disappeared. Fortunately a drinks break brought about a mistake from one
of the bats and opened the game up. We ended up playing cat and mouse with
the rest of Norths’ order and it came down to the final over, Norths needing 12
and us needing 1 wicket. With 7 required off the last ball Norths shut it down
and the match finished in a disappointing draw. Unfortunately being a player
down and missing a couple of chances in the field cost us big time. Still we
made more than 17!
2nd Grade
With the match reporter cooling his heels (& calf) at home in week 1, it’s a bit
hard to elaborate on what happened! My cricket coming to the rescue again
tells me Norths were 3/90 when the rains came…
Week 2 and we donned the compression socks to fight off the DVT from the
extended drive out to South Sydney aka Harrison 2. Hesse got the red men off
to a great start by snaring the prize wicket of old man McGurk early doors.
From there Norths appeared more interested in taking time out of the game
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rather than setting up a total. The eagles were crawling along at about 2 an
over, thanks to some great bowling from Hess and Kean. Eventually they
started to ‘have a go’, at the incessant and annoying urging of Tim Gray and the
wickets started to tumble, Kean ending up with 2/23 and a run out and Hess also
nabbing 2/44. Mick Vale was back to his best, hitting great zones and being
rewarded with 2/30.
The Northsiders were all out for 242 with about 60 overs left in the day for the
Valley to have a crack. Chasing that sort of total we knew we would have to
start well.
4/33 is not starting well and the bus had been steered straight off the cliff.
Saving us from total embarrassment was, ironically, a bus driver – Jason
‘Honky’ Hays. Winding back the clock Honks showed everyone how to apply
themselves with the bat, and gave us a sniff of victory. Getting through the
tough periods and punishing anything in his zone, Honks was looking the
goods.
4/30 became 5/62 when Burgie pretty much blocked one to a very deep square
leg on the fence. Next in was Tyler, Father and son combining for a 49 run
partnership and giving us some hope, before Junior Honky had his stumps
skittled. This sparked another TVCC collapse of 4/36. The demoted LRH (Last
Round Hero) Hammond, was the next out, even copping a friendly send off
from Kev Hogan’s favourite Norths’ veteran.
Norths were now right on top and our fate was pretty much sealed when Honks
was finally dismissed, soon after, for 73 with Mick Vale the last member of the
second collapse. Benny Haywood put some respectability back into the score
with a great little cameo at the end, with 39 runs comprised of what seemed like
19 2’s and a single!
TVCC were all out for 177 in the end. It will be a real struggle to make finals
now and next week’s clash with top of the table Ginninderra will be a must win.
3rd Grade
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We arrived to Chisholm 2 all ready for a tough match against one of the
competition’s strong teams , who gave us a fair touch up in the one dayers
earlier in the season. After clearing away the glass from a broken Vodka bottle
at one end of the pitch, (if it’s not syringes, its wet patches or glass) again
everyone chipped in to get it clean and able to play. Well done lads and once
again in particular Matt Reynolds. We decided we would like to have a bat but,
promptly loss the toss and were surprisingly put in to bat. The outfield was
extremely long and we knew playing shots along the ground was not going to
give you value for your shot, but smart running might. The plan was to make
around 180 off 54 and leave them 40 overs at better than 4 runs an over to chase
and make them hit in the air to get them.
Curtis McMillian and Drew looked fairly comfortable against some very tight
bowling early on. As was pointed out, this might also have been a first in the
club, in so far as the opening combination would weigh in at excess of 200kg,
but I am not so sure as we have had a number of large players in the club over
the years and a couple may have beaten that by good margins. At any rate this
could have been the heaviest opening combination ever in 3rd grade. Curtis M
went, quickly followed by Curtis Taylor. Jesse Burge joined Drew and between
them they started to wear down the bowling. Although only slow progress was
being made, it was chanceless and progress none the less. Tragedy struck when
Drew was struck in the ankle by a shot at the stumps and instead of throwing his
wicket away, he retired hurt to get some ice on it and see if he could bat later
on. Matt Reynolds and Jess continued to be patient and make slow but
determined progress and while we were making less than 2 per over, we were
grafting away OK on an awfully slow outfield. Jess was next to go and when
Anthony Pezzullo joined Matt Reynolds, the bowling started to relax its
tightness somewhat and Pezz played a couple of great swipes at loose leg spin
and smashed 6’s as a result. This released the brakes a bit and we started to
score more freely. Ultimately, this proved to be our downfall as Pezz went
being aggressive; this was certainly the right tactic and he was hitting the ball
well, as did TK after a good start. Then Nemesy came and went with little
contribution, and Reynolds was next to go for a pretty gutsy 20 odd. Swannie
was in and joined by Drew struggling with his ankle but determined to help the
side, Unfortunately he was only able to amble singles and hitting 4’s was
difficult, with their main strike bowler finding the ball reversing and bowling
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very very well. Some late hitting by Joel Coates and Jacob Gillespie got us to a
score of 113 and we dragged this out to 59 overs, so they needed 114 off 35,
being over 3 an over. If we bowled well this would mean they would have to
work hard.
Our bowling started well; an early nick through to the Keeper was not able to be
held and it was the man who hurt us last time and he can punish you, so it
looked like we may have missed our chance. Two overs later, the one legged
Drew, standing in slips, has a rocket take the outside edge and fly to his left; he
throws his left hand out, the ball flies up and over his shoulder, but the big man,
moves like a young gazelle in the African plains, spins around and takes the
rebound facing the boundary. That was all we were to see of Drew’s
athleticism as he departed the ground again with the sore ankle. Truth be
known he was going off at the start of the over but as we didn’t get the
replacement ready in time he had to stay on.
Coatesy proceeded to pick up 2 quick wickets with full tosses; don’t know how
he does it but that must be about 10 of them this season. He certainly is the
master of the full toss wicket. The first was a great c & b, the second I am still
not sure how their skipper hit to a fielder. At this point we have their 2 main
bats out and have them seriously under the pump and not scoring at all quickly.
Jess Burge replaced Joel and was obviously was paying attention because he
decided to bowl a full toss as well, and guess what, that get a wicket as well.
I must admit, I have been working on a line and length principle all year, only to
find you should be bowling full bungers! Anyway, whatever works. Jesse in
the middle of an inspired spell gets 3 more. Now they are in trouble, 7 down
needing 50 and 10 overs to get them. We are a chance here. The pitch is
flattening out and they close up shop, then tragedy strikes again and we put
down a simple one which would have made it 8! We try hard for the remaining
overs but with them making no attempt to force the ball it’s a difficult
proposition; we can’t risk buying a wicket, and despite a few LBW shouts, we
have to settle for a draw, which while somewhat disappointing in the end,
showed we can guts out a game and put it to the better teams.
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With 2 rounds to go we sit in equal 2nd place and hopefully get a few players
back and can beat the 5th placed Ginninderra this week and claim a finals berth.
4th Grade
We won the toss and batted first. It was a solid start from the top 4. All looked
fairly good despite Pooh being dropped twice and Catters playing some
“interesting” shots. We moved the score to 3/85 before all hell broke loose and
the dreaded lower order collapse turned up yet again and we lost 7/10 at the end.
This prevented us turning a good start into a competitive score. Pooh (30) was
the best with the bat with support from Catters (28) and Lincoln Keane looked a
lot more comfortable in the middle ,showing lots of patience to try and build an
big innings. Youngster Aden looked relaxed and comfortable in the middle and
was not out at the end as wickets fell all around him at an alarming rate. This
was a very commendable effort from a junior in his first grade game.
The bowling and fielding was probably our best for the season. All were
bowling to the field and the field was supporting them. Long finally got his
slider landing in the right place and while he struggled for rhythm, Benjamin
still looked likely to get a wicket. After several matches with inconsistent form,
Caolyn bowled well this week and should have had a couple of wickets early
on, with miss hits lobbing just out of reach on the field. Aden Cowie also
impressed with the ball getting a well deserved pole and causing all batsmen
some concern. It was a good effort from the whole team to dig deep and try to
be competitive, despite the unacceptable batting in our innings.
As I’ve said on a number of previous occasions, we need to work much harder
on making sure that we don’t lose wickets in bunches, as this is the key thing
that is preventing us from building competitive scores and putting scoreboard
pressure on the opposition. If the tail digs in and fights through the tough times,
which makes them bowl another 25 overs, the score is 50 better and the
pressure on them is considerably intensified. Then the good bowling we
consistently demonstrate will get us competition points regularly.
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5th Grade
A game that saw the Good Guys needing a win or at least a Net Run Rate
improving performance in order to make the finals ended up as one of our most
disappointing efforts for a long time.
The skipper won the toss and with a great bowling line up decided to bowl first
with an eye on dismissing the Bad Guys cheaply and knocking the runs off
quickly.
Five overs in and that plan was out the window; wides, full tosses, half-trackers
and generally poor bowling allowed ANU Royal to get away to a flying start.
Bowling change after bowling change was made all to no avail until Ali Anzer
managed to get their David Warner caught at cow corner. Overall the standard
did not improve a great deal. Our bowlers did not bowl at the stumps and our
fielders did not want to get dirty.
Ali Anzer finished up with figures of 3/33 of 8 overs and Lummers coming
back to finish with figures of 4/55. All up the Bad Guys managed 234 including
nearly 6 extra overs due to wides.
All that I will say about the batting is well done to Manny Singh and Ali Anzer
who put together a great last wicket 70 run partnership. Manny finishing on 25
and Ali capping off a great day for him with 19*. (TVCC all out 115 - Ed)
I assume everyone from the team is now part of the TVCC Social Club on
Facebook and will go back and read last week’s newsletter and start to practice
all the things mentioned in the homework section.
To make matters worse we were 2 overs behind the over rate and had to chase
the total in 43 overs, this is despite weekly lectures before the game, overly
prompts to jog between overs, orders to run to position when the captain makes
a change to the field etc etc etc.
One more thing for everyone to remember is that we are not playing Social
Cricket, we are not playing City/Suburban Cricket, we are playing Grade
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Cricket and as such we need to remember our obligations to the game as well as
having fun and trying to win.
CAPITAL CHEMIST ACT CRICKET JUNIORS
TUGGERANONG RESULTS FOR T20 midweek & 5-7 February 2016
T20 MIDWEEK MATCHES
UNDER 12 DIVISION 2 SUNDAY
Ginninderra Bengal Tigers 3/65 (D. Broadbent 17*, H. Ottewill 14*) def
Tuggeranong Hawks 7/62 (A. Young 16*, K. Callaway 8*, H. Ottewill 2/2, R.
Kilpatrick 2/4).
Ginninderra Bengal Tigers – 4 points Tuggeranong Hawks – 1 point
UNDER 14 DIVISION 2 SUNDAY
Tuggeranong Hawks 8/96 (R. McCaughan 39*, F. Ahmad 11) V Norths
Maroon 0/11 (4 overs) – Match abandoned due to rain.
Tuggeranong Hawks – 2 points Norths Maroon – 2 points
U16-18 DIVISION 2
Norths Red 10/100 (Z. Harvey 33*, A. Nagendran 18,) def Tuggeranong
Hawks 6/63 after 13.2 overs on Modified DL with washout.
Norths Red - 4 points
Tuggeranong Hawks – 1 point
Tuggeranong Eagles 7/158 (L. Zwiers 38*, T. Neill 32*, C. Fidge 25) def
Marist Blue 4/151 (E. Wallace 1/18, T. Neill 1/23). Winning score in 19.3
overs.
Tuggeranong Eagles – 4 points
Marist Blue – 1 point
WEEKEND MATCHES
METEORS JUNIOR CRICKET LEAGUE
Goulburn Coolavin Cowgirls 94 def Tuggeranong 66.
Goulburn Coolavin Cowgirls - 7 points
Tuggeranong - 1 point
JUNIOR MODIFIED COMPETITION FRIDAY SOUTH
Marist Blue 185 (B. George 32*, A. Johnny 27, L. Belcher 2/10, S. Meyer 2/3)
def
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Tuggeranong Kookas 151(M. Philips 16* I. Meyer 16* L. Belcher 16*,A. Owen
1/4, A. Ben 1/5).
Marist Sky - 147 (D. Bailey 64, C. Samaramayake 12, L. Frankel 3/1,
N.Mowlam 3/5) def Tuggeranong Eagles - 72 (S. Roach 8, R.Sweeney 6, C.
Samaramayake 2/4, D. Bailey 2/9).
JUNIOR MODIFIED COMPETITION SUNDAYWCMCC-Tuggeranong v
Himalayan Tigers – submitted by WCMCC.
TWO DAY MATCH
UNDER 11 DIVISION 1
Weston Creek Molonglo 6/245 (H. Taylor 43*, C. Sattler 19, B. Ahmed 1/7, J.
Egan 1/8) def Tuggeranong - 10/124 (A. Channell 16, J. Egan 16, C. Sattler
2/6, F. Andrews 1/4).
Weston Creek Molonglo - 7 points Tuggeranong – 1 point
UNDER 12 DIVISION 1
Ginninderra 8/150 (I. Naizer 2/5, L. Ashe 2/6) def Tuggeranong 10/105 (J.
Kiraly 22, L. Ashe 19, M. Adamson 11).
Ginninderra – 7 points Tuggeranong - 1 point
T20
UNDER 12 DIVISION 2 SUNDAY
St Edmunds Gold 4/86 def Tuggeranong Hawks 6/66.
St Edmunds Gold - 4 points
Tuggeranong Hawks - 1 point
TWO DAY MATCH
UNDER 13 DIVISION 2 SOUTH
Tuggeranong Hawks 9/136 (P. Phillips 20, R. Nanayakkara 18, K. Narwan 15)
def Marist Royal outright 10/43 (AO) (K. Narwan 3/3, J. Sayasana 2/5, J.
Ginman 2/6) and 9/82 (AO)(R. Nanayakkara 2/5, K. Donohue 2/9, J. Sayasana
2/10).
Tuggeranong Hawks - 10 points
Marist Royal – 1 point
UNDER 14 DIVISION 1
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Tuggeranong 5/192 (R. McCaughan 65*, T. Rogers 52, A. Ryan 37) def
Norths Blue 8/189 (A. Haroon 56*, J. Berry 45*, T. Henderson 3/11, B. Meade
3/31).
Tuggeranong - 7 points Norths Blue – 1 point
T20
UNDER 14 DIVISION 2
Tuggeranong Hawks - Bye
Tuggeranong Hawks – 4 points
TWO DAY MATCH
UNDER 15 DIVISION 1
Tuggeranong 8/64 (L. Hattch 16, N. Massey 11, N. Pinkas 2/11, S. Mooney
2/19) def Marist 9/63 (M. Claremont 19, S. Barratt 16, E. Collins 3/7, D. Oshyer
2/10).
Tuggeranong – 7 points
Marist – 1 point
T20
U16-18 DIVISION 2
Tuggeranong Eagles (U16) def Marist Sky on forfeit
Tuggeranong – 4 points
Marist Sky - 0 points
Ginninderra Tigers 7/118 (Velstra 39*, Cunningham 16, P. Nilsson 3/9, O.
Mulqueeney 2/35) def
Tuggeranong Hawks 8/73 (P. Nilsson 32*, Velstra 4/4).
Ginninderra Tigers - 4 points Tuggeranong Hawks – 1 point
TWO DAY MATCH
COLTS
Tuggeranong 8/137 (J. Lumley 51*, K. Monger 29, J. Boak 2/17, P.
Debeljakovic 2/28) def Norths 10/135 (M. Divito 72, Z. Jones 13, J. Lodder
5/27, T. Seaman 2/13).
Tuggeranong – 7 points
Norths - 1 point
TUGGERANONG JUNIOR PLAYER OF THE WEEK
Josh Lodder of Tuggeranong Colts with 5/27.
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TVCC SPONSOR’S FOR 2015/16:
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TUGGIES THEME SONG
‘Here we are, here we are, the Tuggies boys have won!
We smashed you all with bat and ball and chased down all your
runs!
Soooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Bring on all your teams, we’ll put you to the test!
‘Cause we’re the Valley Vikings boys and we’re the very best!’
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